
A DISTINCTIVE EXPERIENCE

Booking a Program With Scott McKain
is a Distinctive Experience!

We partner with you to create a custom presentation to 
meet the specific needs of your audience.

It’s not “just talk!”  Here’s how we do it:

Pre-event
An initial call is scheduled for you to speak personally with 
Scott to outline the basic program overview and gain more information.

If it would be advantageous for Scott to visit a partner facility, store or customer -- mutual 
schedules permitting -- he secures permission to do so.

We request from the client a short list of key people -- normally 3-5.

Upon the information provided, Perry Cremeans, Director of Content Services at McKain 
Performance Group, Inc., will create a series of speci�c questions in order to connect with the 
professionals you have identi�ed.  Your people are contacted so Scott may obtain a deeper 
understanding of your organization's speci�c strengths and needs to custom-design his program 
precisely for YOUR speci�c situations.

After research and initial conversations, if another conference call with Scott is necessary for 
program design, we schedule and hold an additional call shortly before the meeting.

CSP, CPAE, Business Leader and Author
distinction expert



At the program
The slides Scott will use from the platform will be branded to your organization, demonstrating 
visually our team commitment to custom-designed content.

Scott identi�es from the platform some of the professionals in the audience who have contributed to 
the success of the custom presentation because of their willingness to be interviewed and provide 
their insights.

Scott NEVER criticizes individuals or individual stores/o�ces from the platform.  The success of the 
presentation depends, in part, upon a positive approach.

Scott reveals at the end of his presentation the special, value-added aspects each audience member 
will receive for free, as part of our e�ort to model the behavior that creates an “Ultimate Customer 
Experience®.”

Post event
An online area is created speci�cally for your organization (a sub-domain of scottmckain.com).

The actual slides Scott creates and utilizes for the event are available online for every event attendee 
to download in PDF format (in order to enable them to reap the bene�t of Scott's message long after 
he's left the stage).

Attendees are also provided the ability to download one of Scott's books in Ebook format for FREE 
from this online area. 

Scott does not sell from the platform.

We do require the online area is NOT to be used by the client as a tool for marketing the event. We've 
found through research and past experience when Scott provides the information at the end of his 
presentation, the audience enthusiasm is greatly increased. However, if they know about it before the 
presentation, the audience tends to not take notes as Scott teaches, and they tend to take the unique 
nature of the o�er for granted.

Not only have we found that a HUGE number of attendees take advantage of the o�erings, many will 
download the slides to share with colleagues as a training tool.


